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Flat Folding a Strip with Parallel or Nonacute Zigzag
Creases with Mountain–Valley Assignment
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Abstract: Deciding flat foldability of a given mountain–valley pattern is known to be NP-complete. One special case
known to be solvable in linear time is when the creases are parallel to each other and perpendicular to two sides of
a rectangular piece of paper; this case reduces to a purely one-dimensional folding problem. In this paper, we give
linear-time algorithms for flat foldability in two more-general special cases: (1) all creases are parallel to each other
and to two sides of a parallelogram of paper, but possibly oblique to the other two sides of the parallelogram; and
(2) creases form a regular zigzag whose two directions (zig and zag, again possibly oblique to the two sides of the
piece of paper) form nonacute angles to each other. In the latter zigzag case, we in fact prove that every crease pattern
can be folded flat, even if each crease is specified as mountain, valley, or unfolded.
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1. Introduction
A classic problem in computational origami is flat foldability:

given a crease pattern drawn on a piece of paper, can the paper be
folded flat (into the plane) so as to have creases (folds by 180◦)
exactly as specified by the crease pattern? In the variant con-
sidered here, we are also given a mountain–valley assignment,
that is, a specification of whether each crease should be folded
in one direction (+180◦ or mountain) or the other (−180◦ or val-
ley); together, the crease pattern and mountain–valley assignment
constitute a mountain–valley pattern.

Both versions of the flat foldability problem — given a
mountain–valley pattern or just a crease pattern — are known to
be NP-complete, even when the crease pattern consists of hori-
zontal, vertical, and diagonal creases on a rectangle of paper [2].
However, in the special case where the paper is a rectangle (in-
tuitively, a long narrow strip) and all creases are perpendicular
to two of the sides, the piece of paper effectively becomes a
one-dimensional segment and flat foldability becomes tractable.
Indeed, every crease pattern is flat foldable with the alternat-
ing mountain–valley assignment, and flat foldability of a specific
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mountain–valley pattern can be decided in linear time [3], [5]; see
Section 2. We call this problem one-dimensional flat foldability
with mountain–valley assignment (1DFF-MV for short).

In this paper, we solve two more-general special cases of flat
foldability of mountain–valley patterns on a parallelogram or
trapezoid of paper (intuitively, a long narrow strip). In the first
case, the creases are all parallel to each other and to two sides of
the parallelogram paper, forming an arbitrary angle (not necessar-
ily 0 or 90◦) to the other two sides of the paper. We show that this
problem can be solved in linear time, by extending the 1DFF-MV
algorithm of Refs. [3], [5]. In the second case, the creases form
a zigzag pattern (with bends at edges of the strip) and there are
exactly two alternating directions of creases (zig and zag) that
form a fixed nonacute (≥ 90◦) angle to each other. In this prob-
lem, we also allow some creases of the zigzag to be omitted, or
equivalently, to be assigned “unfolded” instead of “mountain” or
“valley”. We show that such mountain–valley–unfolded patterns
are always flat foldable, and thus the flat foldability problem is
easy to solve (return “yes”).

1.1 Preliminaries
A piece of paper can in general be any region (e.g., a poly-

gon) [5], we focus here on the case of a parallelogram, which we
assume for simplicity has the long direction aligned with the x-
axis. A crease is a line segment on the piece of paper. A crease
pattern is a set of creases that meet only at shared endpoints, that
is, a planar straight-line graph on the piece of paper. A mountain–
valley assignment is an assignment of “mountain” or “valley” to
each crease in a crease pattern; a mountain–valley–unfolded as-
signment allows a third “unfolded” option. A mountain–valley
(–unfolded) pattern is a crease pattern together with a mountain–
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valley(–unfolded) assignment.
A flat folding or flat folded state of a piece of paper consists of

a geometry function mapping each point of paper to a point in 2D
and an ordering function specifying, for each pair of noncrease
points mapping to the same 2D point, which point is on top [5].
The geometry function must be isometric meaning that paths have
the same length before and after mapping; the ordering function
must avoid crossings. A crease point is a point where the geome-
try function is not locally flat; the set of such points is the crease
pattern of the flat folding. Each crease of a flat folding can be
distinguished as mountain or valley according to whether the top
sides or bottom sides, respectively, of the paper come together
locally at that crease (as determined by the ordering function).

A flat folding of a given crease pattern is a flat folding whose
associated crease pattern is exactly the given crease pattern, i.e.,
a folding that is creased exactly where specified. In this case, the
crease pattern is called flat foldable. The geometry function of
the flat folding is easily determined by the crease pattern by re-
flecting at each crease; the difficult part is finding a valid ordering
function. Similarly, we define flat foldings of a given mountain–
valley pattern.

In figures, we illustrate a mountain crease by a dot–dashed line,
and a valley crease by a dashed line, following [5], [6]. When
there is no possibility of misunderstanding or when it is not nec-
essary to distinguish, we sometimes draw a crease as a solid line.

1.2 Related Work
Origami mathematical research has been done since the

1960s [9], [10]; see Ref. [5]. In recent years, the problem of
flattening solids has been considered for engineering applica-
tions [11]. A recent survey paper on flat folding is Ref. [8]. The
two classic flat foldability problems are as follows:

Problem: Flat folding (FF)
Input: Crease pattern
Question: Is the specified crease pattern flat foldable?

Problem: Flat folding with mountain–valley assignment
(FF-MV)
Input: Mountain–valley pattern
Question: Is the specified mountain–valley pattern flat
foldable?

One of the first studied variations on these problems is lo-
cal flat foldability, which is about flat foldability of crease pat-
terns with a single vertex and n creases emanating from that
vertex. Kawasaki’s Theorem [5], [6], [8], [9], [10] character-
izes which single-vertex crease patterns are flat foldable. Single-
vertex mountain-valley patterns are more difficult, but can also
be characterized with a linear-time algorithm. Maekawa’s Theo-
rem [5], [8], [11] gives a necessary condition, while a complete
algorithm was first given by Hull [5], [7].

Deciding flat foldability of general crease patterns or
mountain–valley patterns is strongly NP-complete [2] (This
result was originally claimed in 1996 [4], with a flaw and correc-

Fig. 1 An instance of 1DFF-MV.

tion twenty years later [2]). For 1DFF-MV, where all creases are
vertical in a horizontal rectangular strip of paper, a linear-time
algorithm was first given by Arkin et al. [3], [5]. The problems
solved in this paper are generalizations of this problem.

One interesting but still open special case is map folding,
where the crease pattern is an n1 × n2 grid of squares. It is un-
known whether there is a polynomial-time algorithm to decide
the flat foldability of a given mountain–valley assignment to these
creases [3], [5]. On the other hand, if we restrict the flat folding
to “simple foldings”, there are efficient algorithms [1], [3].

2. Previous Algorithm for 1DFF-MV
Our problems generalize one-dimensional flat foldability with

mountain–valley assignment (1DFF-MV), and our algorithms use
the linear-time algorithm for 1DFF-MV as a subroutine [3]. We
thus begin with a description of this algorithm.

Consider a 1D crease pattern specified by n + 2 real values c0,
c1, . . . , cn+1 (where c0 < c1 < · · · < cn+1), and a mountain–valley
assignment given by a function L : {1, 2, . . . , n} → {M,V}. The
piece of paper is a rectangular strip whose 2D vertex coordinates
are (c0, 0), (cn+1, 0), (cn+1, 1), and (c0, 1); see Fig. 1. The y-extent
(strip width) is 1, and the x-extent is cn+1 − c0; Crease i has end-
points at coordinates (ci, 0) and (ci, 1). If L(i) = M, then ci is a
mountain crease, and if L(i) = V , then ci is a valley crease. An
instance can thus be expressed by a tuple I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L).

1DFF-MV can be formulated as follows:

Problem: One-dimensional flat foldability with
mountain–valley assignment (1DFF-MV)
Input: I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L)
Question: Is the specified mountain–valley pattern flat
foldable?

In this problem, the width of the paper strip does not affect the
result, so the essence of the problem does not change even if the
strip is considered a line segment. This is why this problem is
called “one-dimensional”.

To solve this problem, we define two kinds of operations,
“crimps” and “end-folds”, and a property “mingling”, as follows.

2.1 Crimps
If two consecutive creases ci and ci+1 are assigned different

mountain/valley labels ({L(ci), L(ci+1} = {M,V}), and the follow-
ing inequalities hold, then they can be folded as shown in Fig. 2.

|ci−1 − ci| ≥ |ci − ci+1| ≤ |ci+1 − ci+2|. (1)

This operation is called a crimp. The pair (ci, ci+1) of creases is
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Fig. 2 Crimp operation.

Fig. 3 End-fold operation.

called crimpable. Crimping (ci, ci+1) removes these two creases
disappear and decreases the indices of creases after ci+1 (and the
number of creases) by 2.

2.2 End-Folds
If the last crease satisfies the following inequality, then it can

be folded as shown in Fig. 3.

|cn−1 − cn| ≥ |cn − cn+1| (2)

This operation is called an end-fold, and cn is called a foldable
end.

Similarly, the first crease c1 is a foldable end if

|c1 − c2| ≥ |c1 − c0|. (3)

End-folding c1 or cn removes that crease and decreases the
number of creases by 1; in the latter case, it also decreases the
indices of the remaining creases by 1.

2.3 Mingling Property
A 1D crease pattern is mingling if every maximal sequence

ci, ci+1, . . . , c j (where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n) of two or more consecutive
creases with the same label L(ci) = L(ci+1) = · · · = Lc j satisfies at
least one of the following inequalities:

|ci−1 − ci| ≤ |ci − ci+1| or |c j−1 − c j| ≥ |c j − c j+1|. (4)

Arkin et al. [3] solved 1DFF-MV by proving the following
properties of mingling:
Lemma 1 (Ref. [3]). Every flat-foldable one-dimensional
mountain–valley pattern is mingling.
Lemma 2 (Ref. [3]). Any mingling one-dimensional mountain–
valley pattern has either a crimpable pair or a foldable end.
Lemma 3 (Ref. [3]). Folding a foldable end and crimping a
crimpable pair preserve flat foldability.

Combining Lemmas 1–3, we obtain the following lemma:
Lemma 4 (Ref. [3]). Any flat-foldable one-dimensional
mountain–valley pattern can be folded flat by a sequence of
crimps and end-folds.

2.4 Algorithm
Arkin et al. showed the following theorem using Lemma 4.

Theorem 1 (Ref. [3]). 1DFF-MV can be solved in O(n) time.
We now detail Theorem 1’s algorithm for 1DFF-MV, which

we call CRIMP, for determining whether a given instance I =
(c0, . . . , cn+1; L) is flat foldable. In this algorithm, we maintain a
list F of foldable creases, containing all crimpable pairs (ci, c j)

procedure CRIMP(I)
1: begin
2: initialize F
3: while F is not empty do
4: choose an element of F and crimp or end-fold it
5: update F
6: end while
7: if all creases were folded then then
8: output “yes”
9: else

10: output “no”
11: end if
12: end

and all end-foldable creases *1.
It takes constant time to check whether a pair of consecutive

creases are crimpable or whether an end crease is foldable. Thus
we can initialize F in linear time. When we apply a crimp or an
end-fold, only a constant number of pairs of consecutive creases
or end creases can change their crimpable or end-foldable status.
Thus we can update F in constant time per fold. Each operation
decreases the number of creases by at least 1, so the number of
iterations is at most n, for a total of O(n) time.

3. Strip Flat Folding with Parallel Creases
In this section, we solve our first special case of flat foldability,

in which all creases are parallel, but their angle to two parallel
sides of a sheet of paper may not be 90◦. In this case, we consider
the piece of paper as a parallelogram whose ends are parallel to
creases instead of a rectangle *2.

3.1 Problem
Such a mountain–valley pattern with n creases can be speci-

fied by n + 3 real values θ, c0, c1, . . . , cn+1 (where 0 < θ ≤ 90◦

and c0 < c1 < · · · < cn+1) and a mountain–valley assignment
L : {1, 2, . . . , n} → {M,V} without loss of generality. The piece
of paper is a parallelogram strip whose 2D vertex coordinates are
(c0, 0), (cn+1, 0), (cn+1+cot θ, 1), and (c0+cot θ, 1); see Fig. 4. The
y-extent (strip width) is 1. Crease i has endpoints at coordinates
(ci, 0) and (ci + cot θ, 1). If L(i) = M, then ci is a mountain crease,
and if L(i) = V , then ci is a valley crease.

This mountain–valley pattern has n creases, and the angle
formed by each crease and the long (horizontal) edge of the strip
is θ. The short (nonhorizontal) edges of the strip and all of the
creases are parallel.

An instance can be expressed by a tuple I = I(θ) =
(c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ). We use the notation I(θ) to make it easy to
consider alternate angles θ′.

The problem can be formulated as follows:

*1 Note that separated creases ci and c j with j ≥ i + 2 may later become a
crimpable pair when all creases between them have been folded.

*2 If we were to use rectangular paper, we could handle the irregularity at
the two ends in a constant time, without affecting the efficiency of the
algorithm.
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Fig. 4 An instance of StripFFP-MV.

Fig. 5 Instance I and the universal sheet of I.

Problem: Strip flat folding problem with parallel creases
and mountain–valley assignment (StripFFP-MV)
Input: I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ)
Question: Is the specified mountain–valley pattern flat
foldable?

3.2 Universal Sheet
For an instance I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ), we define the universal

sheet of I to be the rectangle that contains I’s parallelogram piece
of paper and has two sides parallel to the creases; see Fig. 5. This
universal sheet together with the creases of I can be regarded as
an instance of 1DFF-MV. We use this concept to prove the fol-
lowing property:
Lemma 5. For any input I of StripFFP-MV, I is flat foldable if
I(90◦) = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, 90◦) is flat foldable.
Proof. The intervals between the creases on the universal sheet
of I is sin θ times the intervals of I(90◦). The 1DFF-MV problem
has the same solution even if intervals of creases are enlarged by
the same magnification, so universal sheet of I is equivalent to
I(90◦). Therefore, if I(90◦) is flat foldable, the universal sheet of
I is flat foldable. The universal sheet of I contains I, so if the
universal sheet of I is flat foldable, then I is also flat foldable. □

By Lemma 5, the CRIMP algorithm for 1DFF-MV gives a par-
tial answer to StripFFP-MV. Given an instance I(90◦) of 1DFF-
MV, call CRIMP to determine whether it is flat foldable. If the
output is “yes”, then I is also flat foldable, and we have solved
StripFFP-MV. However, if CRIMP’s output is “no”, then we do
not know about StripFFP-MV. The reverse of Lemma 5 is gen-
erally not true: Fig. 6 is an example where I is flat foldable but
I(90◦) is not flat foldable.

3.3 Separating Big Gaps
Intuitively, the part that collides in I(90◦) may avoid collision

by moving diagonally in I(θ). Let d be the distance between two

Fig. 6 An example where I is flat foldable but I(90◦) is not flat foldable.

Fig. 7 A case where the distance d between creases is 1/ sin 2θ.

adjacent creases. As can be seen in the example of Fig. 7, when d
is more than 1/ sin 2θ, no collision occurs. The following lemma
gives theoretical support for this argument:
Lemma 6. Let I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ) be an instance of
StripFFP-MV. Suppose that k ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1} satisfies the fol-
lowing inequality:

ck+1 − ck ≥
1

sin 2θ
. (5)

Then I is flat foldable if and only if two instances of StripFFP-
MV, I1 = (c0, . . . , ck+1; L, θ) and I2 = (ck, . . . , cn+1; L, θ), are both
flat foldable.
Proof. If I is flat foldable, then so are I1 and I2: any flat folding
can be restricted to a subset of the paper. Now assume that I1

and I2 are flat foldable. From the inequality ck+1 − ck ≥ 1/ sin 2θ,
when ck and ck+1 are both folded, the strip corresponding to the
right side of ck+1 (referred to as the right strip) is located above
the strip corresponding to the left side of ck (referred to as the left
strip); see Fig. 7. Even if it is folded afterwards, no part of the
right strip will come below, and no part of the left strip will come
above, so they do not interfere. Therefore, a flat folding of I can
be obtained by joining flat foldings of I1 and I2 by identifying the
parallelogram between ck and ck+1. □

From this lemma, we define the separate operation. Given an
instance I and a value k satisfying the condition of Lemma 6,
SEPARATE(I, k) outputs I1 and I2 as defined in Lemma 6; see
Fig. 8.

The basic strategy of our algorithm for solving StripFFP-MV
is to apply SEPARATE or CRIMP recursively whenever they can
be applied. If the algorithm stops before all creases are folded,
we will show that the instance is not flat foldable.

Before we proceed, we need to generalize the shapes handled
by Lemma 6. This is because, when we apply CRIMP, the shape
of the instance will no longer be a parallelogram; see Fig. 9. In
this case, SEPARATE can be applied under a condition different
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Fig. 8 Separating instance I into I1 and I2.

Fig. 9 Shape change of an instance.

from (5). In order to treat this case, we must determine what
shape the strip has in each step of the algorithm.

Define an edge (ck, ck+1) to be the segment between the lower
endpoints (ck, 0), (ck+1, 0) of two consecutive creases ck, ck+1. Af-
ter crease ck is folded, the angle between edge (ck, ck+1) and the
x-axis becomes 2θ.

We change the label of folded creases to F, which means
“folded”. In 1DFF-MV, folded creases effectively disappear, but
in this problem, we need to keep track of folded creases because
they change the shape. Thus we obtain three types of crease la-
bels: {M,V, F}. Hereafter, we allow “an instance I” to include
an intermediate state of the algorithm, where the function L can
output F in addition to M and V .

Based on the above discussion, we obtain the following exten-
sion of Lemma 6; see Fig. 10.
Lemma 7. Let I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ) be an instance of
StripFFP-MV. Suppose there are integers 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1 and
h ≥ 1 that satisfy the following conditions:

L(k) , F,

L(k + 2h − 1) , F,

L(i) = F (∀i ∈ {k + 1, . . . , k + 2h − 2}),

(ck+1 − ck) + (ck+3 − ck+2) + · · · + (ck+2h−1 − ck+2h−2) ≥ 1
sin 2θ


(6)

Then I is flat foldable if and only if two instances of StripFFP-
MV, I1 = (c0, . . . , ck+2h−1; L, θ) and I2 = (ck, . . . , cn+1; L, θ), are
both flat foldable.
Proof. The proof is a simple extension of the proof of
Lemma 6. □

We define SEPARATE(I, k, h) = (I1, I2) according to the con-
straints and definitions of Lemma 7. When integers 1 ≤ k ≤ n− 1
and h ≥ 1 satisfy the conditions (6), (ck, ck+2h−1) is called a sepa-
rable pair.

Fig. 10 A separable pair of creases such that all creases between them are
folded.

3.4 Algorithm
The basic idea of the algorithm is to apply CRIMP or SEP-

ARATE as much as possible, and to determine that the pattern
is not flat foldable if they cannot be applied before every crease
is folded. If this idea is implemented directly, the computation
time is Θ(n2). We show how to speed up this algorithm to run in
linear time. The method is to apply CRIMP first as far as possi-
ble and then to apply SEPARATE. The validity of this method is
supported by the following lemmas.
Lemma 8. When instance I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ) of StripFFP-
MV is not crimpable anywhere, separating does not make any-
thing crimpable.
Proof. Let the instances obtained by separating I by
SEPARATE(I, k, h) be I1 = (c0, . . . , ck+2h−1; L, θ) and
I2 = (ck, . . . , cn+1; L, θ). By symmetry, suppose that I1 is
crimpable at a pair of creases ci and ci+1. Because the L labels of
ck+1, . . . , ck+2h−2 are all F, i must be in {1, . . . , k − 1}. By crim-
pability, we know that the crimp condition (1) holds. However,
this condition also holds for I, and the labels of ci and ci+1 do not
change, so ci and ci+1 are crimpable in I, a contradiction. □
Lemma 9. When instance I = (c0, . . . , cn+1; L, θ) of StripFFP-
MV is not separable anywhere, end-folding does not make it sep-
arable.
Proof. Let the instance obtained by end-folding I be I′ =
(c0, . . . , cn; L, θ). Suppose that I′ is separable at a pair of creases
ck and ck+2h−1. By Lemma 7, the conditions (6) hold for I′. For
all i ∈ {k+ 1, . . . , k+ 2h− 2}, the label L(i) is not changed by end-
folding because end-folding only changes the label that is closest
to the end of the strip (to F). Thus, if there is a section whose la-
bel is F between two non-F creases, it was F before end-folding.
Therefore, (ck, ck+2h−1) is also a separable pair in I. □

By calling SEPARATE after crimping all the crimpable pairs
from Lemma 8, we obtain the DIAGONAL CRIMP algorithm
for StripFFP-MV. In it, we maintain a list of separable pairs S
containing all separable pairs (ck, ck+2h−1).

We explain the above procedure further as follows. First, when
CRIMP is applied to I in Line 2, it is treated as its universal sheet.
If the output of this call is “yes”, then this algorithm outputs “yes”
and stops. If the output of this call is “no”, then we separate I at
all separable pairs (Line 12). If there is not a separable pair, this
algorithm outputs “no” and stops. Otherwise, we apply CRIMP
for all separated subinstances (Line 14). At this point, all crim-
pable pairs were already crimped by CRIMP in Line 2, so by
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procedure DIAGONAL CRIMP(I)
1: begin
2: call CRIMP(I), folding I as much as possible
3: if the output of the above call is “yes” then
4: output “yes”
5: stop
6: end if
7: Make a list S of separable pairs
8: if S is empty then
9: output “no”

10: stop
11: end if
12: Separate I for all the elements (separable pairs) of S, and let the ob-

tained subproblems be I1, . . . , Ik (where k = |S| + 1)
13: for each subinstance Il (1 ≤ l ≤ k) do
14: call CRIMP(Il)
15: if the output of the above call is “no” then
16: output “no”
17: stop
18: end if
19: end for
20: output “yes”
21: end

Fig. 11 An essential subinstance.

Lemma 8, only end-folding is performed by CRIMP in Line 14.

3.5 Correctness
This section proves that DIAGONAL CRIMP satisfies both

soundness (non-flat-foldable instances are always rejected) and
completeness (flat-foldable instances are always accepted).

Soundness can be proved easily as follows:
Lemma 10. DIAGONAL CRIMP satisfies soundness.
Proof. Instances that are determined to be flat foldable by the
procedure DIAGONAL CRIMP are flat foldable by Lemma 7
and the definition of CRIMP. □

Next, we show completeness as follows. We define some terms
and give a lemma that are used for the proof.

Consider the universal sheet of an instance I of StripFFP-MV.
On the universal sheet, consider an arbitrary horizontal line that
intersects the creases of I at a right angle; see Fig. 11. The line
segment where this horizontal line intersects with I can be re-
garded as an instance of 1DFF-MV in combination with creases
that intersect it. These instances are called essential subinstances
of I. Note that there are infinite number of essential subinstances
for a single I.
Lemma 11. If there is an essential subinstance of I that is not
flat foldable, then I is not flat foldable.

Fig. 12 An example where the strip is not flat foldable even though all es-
sential subinstances are flat foldable.

Proof. Any flat folding of I can be restricted to any essential
subinstance of I. □

However, the reverse is not generally true: Fig. 12 shows an
example. Although this instance is not flat foldable, all essential
subinstances are flat foldable by performing end-folds at most
twice as shown in the figure. However, because the vertical rela-
tionship between the left and right papers is different, they cannot
be folded without contradiction. DIAGONAL CRIMP correctly
determines the not-flat-foldability of this instance, because the
universal sheet of this instance cannot be crimped, end-folded,
nor separated anywhere, and it is rejected at Line 9.

The proof of completeness can now be shown as follows:
Lemma 12. DIAGONAL CRIMP satisfies completeness.
Proof. First, (i) if there is an essential subinstance that is not
flat foldable, then the instance is not flat foldable by Lemma 11.
Thus, in the following, we assume that (ii) all essential subin-
stances are flat foldable.

Assume that a flat-foldable instance is determined by DIAGO-
NAL CRIMP to be not flat foldable. This is determined at Lines
9 or 16. In this case, there is a subinstance that cannot be further
separated, crimped, nor end-folded. This means that this subin-
stance is not mingling by Lemma 2. Therefore, there is a maxi-
mal sequence cp, cp+1, . . . , cq−1, cq of consecutive creases with the
same labels that satisfy both the following inequalities:

|cp−1 − cp| > |cp − cp+1|, (7)

|cq−1 − cq| < |cq − cq+1|. (8)

If cp−1, cp, . . . , cq+1 are included in one essential subinstance, then
the essential subinstance is not mingling and must be considered
in (i). Thus we assume that cp−1, cp, . . . , cq+1 are not included in
one essential subinstance. From the inequalities (7) and (8), there
is a sequence cp′ , . . . , cq′ (p ≤ p′, q′ ≤ q) of consecutive creases
with the same label that satisfy

|cp′−1−cp′ |
> |cp′−cp′+1| = · · · = |cr − cr+1| = · · ·= |cq′−1−cq′ |
< |cq′ cq′+1|.

Because it cannot be further separated, there is the essential
subinstance starting from cp′−1 and including cp′ and cp′+1 (from
the condition, it also includes a part of edge (cp′+1, cp′+2)). By the
assumption that it is flat foldable and by Lemma 11, every essen-
tial subinstance is flat foldable. From |cp′−1 − cp′ | > |cp′ − cp′+1|,
cp′−1, cp′ , and cp′+1 form a spiral structure with (cp′−1, cp′ ) on
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Fig. 13 The essential subinstances that have a spiral structure with the left
side outside.

the outermost side. Next, consider an essential subinstance in-
cluding three creases cp′ , cp′+1, and cp′+2 and a part of edges
(cp′−1, cp′ ) and (cp′+2, cp′+3). From the consistency of the for-
mer essential subinstance, this also must form a spiral structure
with (cp′−1, cp′ ) on the outermost side. Figure 13 is an example
showing these two essential subinstances. Inductively, for any
r ∈ {p′ − 1, . . . , q′ − 1}, (cr, cr+1) is located outside of the spiral
structure rather than (cr+1, cr+2).

By applying the same argument from the right side, for any
r ∈ {p′ − 1, . . . , q′ − 1}, (cr, cr+1) is located inside the spiral struc-
ture rather than (cr+1, cr+2). This is a contradiction. Therefore,
this instance is not flat foldable.

By the above argument, the instance is not flat foldable in both
cases (i) and (ii). Therefore, if I is determined to be not flat fold-
able by DIAGONAL CRIMP, then I is not flat foldable, so DI-
AGONAL CRIMP satisfies completeness. □

The correctness of DIAGONAL CRIMP now follows from
Lemmas 10 and 12:
Lemma 13. The procedure DIAGONAL CRIMP correctly
solves StripFFP-MV.

3.6 Running Time
Finally, we show that DIAGONAL CRIMP runs efficiently:

Theorem 2. StripFFP-MV can be solved in O(n) time by DIAG-
ONAL CRIMP.
Proof. By Lemma 13, the procedure DIAGONAL CRIMP cor-
rectly solves StripFFP-MV, so it only remains to bound the run-
ning time. First, CRIMP runs in linear time by Theorem 1,
bounding the time for Step 2. Each crease is included in at
most two subinstances made in Line 12 in DIAGONAL CRIMP.
Thus the total time in all calls to CRIMP in Line 14 of DIAG-
ONAL CRIMP is also linear. Computing the list S of separable
pairs in Line 7 can be done in linear time by checking each pair
of consecutive non-F creases for separability. Therefore, DIAG-
ONAL CRIMP can be performed in O(n) time. □

4. Strip Flat Folding with Nonacute Zigzag
Creases

In this section, we solve our second special case of flat foldabil-
ity, in which the crease pattern consists of an alternating sequence
of two parallel families of creases, where the angle between con-
secutive creases is nonacute (≥ 90◦). In this problem, we allow
a label of a crease “unfold” (U) in addition to mountain (M) and
valley (V). If the label of a crease is U, the crease is not to be
folded; in other words, it is omitted from the crease pattern, and

Fig. 14 An instance of StripFF-zz-MVU(≥ 90◦).

Fig. 15 Reflection lines.

Fig. 16 Separating into flakes (labeled) and shared ribs (shaded grey).

just serves as a reference line segment.

4.1 Problem
Such a mountain–valley–unfolded pattern can be specified by

an integer n, which is the number of creases, two angles θ1, θ2
satisfying 0 < θ1 < θ2 < 180◦, and a mountain–valley–unfolded
assignment L : {1, . . . , n} → {M,V,U}. The piece of paper is a
parallelogram strip if n is odd, and a trapezoid if n is even. For
both shapes, the y-extent is 1. The creases form the zigzag pattern
shown in Fig. 14. The angle that odd creases make with the bot-
tom long edge (base) of the strip is θ1, while the angle that even
creases make with the base is θ2 = 180◦ − θ1. The angle between
consecutive creases is θ2 − θ1, so for the nonacuteness property,
we require

θ2 − θ1 ≥ 90◦. (9)

An instance can be expressed by a tuple I = (n, L, θ1, θ2). The
problem can then be formulated as follows:

Problem: Strip flat folding problem with nonacute
zigzag creases and mountain–valley–unfolded assign-
ment (StripFF-zz-MVU(≥ 90◦))
Input: I = (n, L, θ1, θ2)
Question: Is the specified mountain–valley pattern flat
foldable?

We prove that the answer to this question is always “yes”:
Theorem 3. Every instance of StripFF-zz-MVU(≥ 90◦) is flat
foldable.
Proof. Consider the reflection lines drawn in red in Fig. 15,
which result from reflecting the top edge of the strip across the
incident creases. As shown in Fig. 16, these lines separate the
instance into m = ⌈n/2⌉ + 1 strips, called flakes *3, each contain-
ing two creases and four reflection lines. Each triangular part
sandwiched between two adjacent reflection lines, called a rib, is
shared by (the overlap of) two consecutive flakes. (If the angle

*3 Imagine flaking a fish from its ribcage.
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Fig. 17 A flake and its possible flat foldings.

θ2 − θ1 between two creases is exactly 90◦, each rib degenerates
to a zero-area line segment.) We number the flakes 1, 2, . . . ,m
from left to right.

Because the angle θ2 − θ1 between the two creases is ≥ 90◦ by
(9), each of the flakes is flat foldable regardless of the mountain–
valley–unfolded assignment. Figure 17 shows the possible fold-
ings of a flake depending on which creases are (un)folded. After
such folding, in each flake, each rib does not overlap any other
part of the paper and is exposed both above and below.

Now consider joining the folded flakes together: put each
folded flake i in its own layer i, translate these foldings to over-
lap corresponding ribs, and then fuse together corresponding ribs.
Because each flake i has both ribs exposed both above and below,
one rib can be fused to layer i + 1 and the other rib can be fused
to layer i−1 without causing intersection. Therefore, the result is
a flat folding of the entire mountain–valley–unfolded pattern. □

5. Conclusion
We solved two new strip-folding problems. One is the strip

flat folding problem with parallel creases and mountain–valley
assignment (StripFFP-MV), which is a generalization of the one-
dimensional flat folding problem with mountain–valley assign-
ment solved in Ref. [3]. We gave a linear-time algorithm for this
problem. The other is the strip flat folding problem with nona-
cute zigzag creases and mountain–valley–unfolded assignment
(StripFF-zz-MVU (≥ 90◦)). We showed that, assuming the angle
between adjacent creases is ≥ 90◦, every instance is flat foldable.

An interesting open problem would be to analyze the acute
zigzag case, where the angle between adjacent creases is < 90◦.
A broader open question is to determine the computational com-
plexity of flat foldability for any pattern of noncrossing creases in
a strip (rectangle, parallelogram, or trapezoid).
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